ABSTRACT. For an n-dimensional domain Q (n ~ 3) with a smooth boundary which is strictly convex in a neighborhood of an elliptic closed geodesic &' , the existence of a family of invariant tori for the billiard ball map with a positive measure is proved under the assumptions of nondegeneracy and Nelementarity, N ~ 5, of the corresponding to &' Poincare map. Moreover, the conjugating diffeomorphism constructed is symplectic. An analogous result is obtained in the case n = 2. It is shown that the lengths of the periodic geodesics determine uniquely the invariant curves near the boundary and the billiard ball map on them up to a symplectic diffeomorphism.
1, INTRODUCTION
Let n be a strictly convex and compaCT domain in IR n , n :2: 2, with a boundary an of class Coo, In this paper, we investigate the so-called billiard ball map B near the boundary S* an of the coball bundle L = B* an = {(x,';) E T* an; 1' ;1 ~ I}, The billiard ball map is an exact symplectic map in the interior of L [6] which is singular on the boundary aL, The local behaviour of B near aL was described by Melrose. Using the equivalence theorem for glancing hypersurfaces proved by Melrose [15] one can introduce local symplectic coordinates (x,';) in T* an near any point P E s* an so that B* an = gn-I :2: O} and the billiard ball map B assumes the form , where x = (XI' ... ,x n _ 2 ) • This result is of particular importance for the construction of a local parametrix in n for the mixed problem for the wave equation. Our goal in the present paper is to construct global symplectic coordinates near a closed curve lying in aL in which B assumes a "normal form" similar to the one described above.
First we assume that n :2: 3. Let (# be a closed bicharacteristic in S* an, i.e. a closed trajectory of the Hamiltonian vector field X H with Hamiltonian H(x,,;) = 1' ;1 for (x,';) E T* an. Denote by &' c an the projection of (# on a n which turns out to be a closed geodesic on an.
We suppose that &' is elliptic and the corresponding to &' Poincare map P is nondegenerate and N-elementary, N;::: 5. Our aim is to prove the existence of a family of invariant with respect to B submanifolds AI C L near Ii, diffeomorphic to the (n -1 )-dimensional torus T n -I = IR n -1 /(2nl)n-1 , which are enumerated by I belonging to a Cantor set E with a positive Lebesgue measure in IR n -1 • We shall construct a smooth function K in IR n -1 , K(O) = 0, gradK(O) =I-0 and an exact symplectic transformation U from a neighbourhood of Ii into T* (Tn-I) mapping AI into T n -I x {I} for lEE such that B assumes the following "normal form"
B(rp,I) = (rp -grad(~(K(I))3/2),I)
for any rp E T n -I and lEE.
The existence of a family of invariant tori for the billiard ball map in the case n = 3 was announced by Svanidze in [20] . In contrast to [20] we construct the conjugating diffeomorphism U symplectic and describe precisely the singularity of B near aL. The motivation for the symplecticity of U comes from the microlocal analysis, it arises naturally when one tries to construct quasi modes for the Laplace operator near an using Fourier integral operators. Indeed, the billiard ball map B can be considered as a boundary map l5 + for the pair of glancing hypersurfaces F = T;nlRn, G = S*lRn = {(x,~) E T*lRn; I~I = I}. Using Theorem 1 of the present paper, one of the authors proved in [18] that F and G can be put together into the "normal form"
via an exact symplectic transformation x: T*lRn ~ T* (T n -I x IRI) near Ii C T;nlRn where p = 0 whenever lEE. This is the crucial point used in [18] for the construction of quasi modes for the Laplace operator with Dirichlet (Neumann) boundary conditions whose "frequency set" is just the union of the broken bicharacteristics passing over the invariant tori of the billiard ball map.
In the case n = 2 Lazutkin [12] proved the existence of invariant curves A()) for the billiard ball map B near any of the two connected components of a L = S: a nus: an, S: a n = a n x {± 1} , with rotation numbers w belonging to a Cantor set R with a positive measure. Moreover, he constructed a diffeomorphism U: T I X (l5 1 ' l5 2 ) ~ L, 0 < l5 1 < l5 2 ' mapping T I X {w}, w E R, into A(V and such that Bo = U-I B U is given by I (y,w)~(y+w(mod2n),w) onT x{w}.
In the present paper we give a more precise symplectic version of Lazutkin's result (see Theorem 2) which provides a symplectic "normal form" of B on the invariant curves in a neighbourhood of aL. As a consequence we show that the lengths of the periodic broken geodesics in n C 1R2 determine uniquely the invariant curves Aw and BII\,,, up to a symplectic map.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let US expose this result in more details. With any periodic point p E 1: \ a1: of the billiard ball map one can associate two integers n, mEN where n is the period and m is the winding number normalized by 2m S n. Denote by r(m, n) the set of periodic orbits 9 = {gl ' ... , gn}' Bg j = gj+i (mod n) with a winding number m. Let L(m, n) be the set of the lengths of the periodic broken geodesics in Q corresponding to the periodic orbits 9 E r( m , n) and denote by
the length spectrum of ° where 10 is the length of ao. 2 Let 01 and 02 be two strictly convex domains in IR . Denote by BI and B2 the corresponding billiard ball maps acting in 1: 1 and 1: 2 respectively. Guillemin and Melrose conjectured in [6] that if ,C(01) = ,C(02) and the eigenvalues of the linear parts of the Poincare maps corresponding to broken geodesics in 01 and 02 with one and the same length coincide, then BI and B2 can be conjugated by a symplectic map.
In the present paper we give a partial answer to this question. We prove that if L1(m,n) = L 2 (m,n) for min < J, J > 0, there exists an exact symplectic map X: 1: 2 ---+ 1: 1 and some sets 1:~ C 1: i , i = 1,2, of positive measure (see conditions (i), (ii) in §2) and consisting of invariant curves for BI and B2 respectively so that 2 1 * X(1: R ) = 1:R and X (B1Ir,) = B21r2.
R R
We turn now to an outline of the paper. In §2 the main results are formulated. §3 has a preliminary character. Here we give some facts about the so-called approximate interpolating Hamiltonian introduced by Marvizi and Melrose [14] . This is a COO function C defined in a neighborhood of & in T* ao which defines S* ao near & as {C = O} and such that
§4 is devoted to the construction of a completely integrable Hamiltonian Co close to C and of some "action-angle" coordinates for Co. More precisely, making use of the normal form of Birkhoff for P, we find some symplectic coordinates (rp, /) E Tn-I X IR n -1 in which the interpolating Hamiltonian C( rp, /)
can be regarded as a perturbation of a polynomial Co (/). The coefficients of C o (/) depend only on the normal form of Birkhoff and the length of the closed trajectori~s of X, on the orbit cylinder associated with the nondegenerate trajectory (9. Now the billiard ball map can be regarded as a perturbation of
In §5 we apply the Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) theory to the map B o close to B. For this purpose, using some ideas of [4, 5] , we reduce the problem to finding invariant tori for a suitable Hamiltonian system close to a completely integrable one. The respective Hamiltonian is non degenerate in the interior of l: but it has a singularity of the form (g / 2 on al:. To overcome this difficulty we first consider the corresponding Hamiltonian systems in some compacts a way from aE and apply a refined version of P6schel's theorem [19] following the dependence on the various constants (see the Appendix). Next we glue the symplectic maps obtained together using some uniqueness results about the invariant tori. In §6 we consider the case n = 2.
MAIN RESULTS
First let us recall the definition of the billiard ball map B: l: -+ l: (cf. [6] ).
Denote by v(x) the exterior normal vector at x E an normed by Iv(x)1 = 1 .
If ~ E T; an and I~I < 1, then there exists a unique vector e(x,~) E IR n such that le(x ,~)I = 1, (v(x) , e(x ,~)) < 0 and (v ,~) = (v ,e(x ,~)) for any v E Txan. Here (, ) denotes the scalar product in IR n and T; an and TxaQ are identified with IR n -1 via the Euclidean metric. Denote by y the first point of intersection of the ray {x + te(x ,~), t > O} with an. This point is unique if the hypersurface is strictly convex. Let ' 1 E ~~ an be such that I'll ~ 1 and
Let us give a precise formulation of the assumptions imposed on the closed geodesic & on the COO hypersurface an. Let 
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In order to formulate our main results we shall need some additional notions.
A C l diffeomorphism from T* Minto T* N where M and N are C'X) manifolds is said to be exact symplectic if it preserves the integrals of the fundamental i-form over the fundamental cycles.
A function S(y, c;) is said to generate an exact symplectic transformation Denote by r c IR n -1 a set of the form
whe~e C j ' a o and b < 1/2 are some positive constants and 211:to is the period
we mtro uce symplectic polar coordinates ('I' ,I) E T n -I x IR n -1 by
Denote by V the set of points (p, q , 'I' n-I ,In_I) with symplectic polar coordinates ('1',1) E A n -I = T n -I x r and let &0 = {(O,O,qJn_1 ,to);qJn-1 E TI} c V, V being the closure of V.
Our main result is 
where a> 1 and ,u > 0 do not depend on j. Now, we write R = (U~I R) n (0,°0) for some 00 > O. Then the set E can be given by E = {I E r; r' (I) E R} as we shall see in the proof of Theorem 2. Denote ~R = V(-rl x E). Obviously, ~R is a subset of ~ such that (i) ~R is the union of invariant curves of B with rotation numbers in R. Theorem 1 was announced in a slightly weaker form in [11] and Theorems 2 and 3 in [17] where an idea of the proof was also given.
INTERPOLATING HAMILTONIAN
The equivalence theorem of Melrose [15] for nondegenerate glancing points (cf. also [8] ) can be applied to the transversally intersecting hypersurfaces S*lRn = {(x, <!) E T*lRn; I<!I = I} and T;nlRn = {(x, <!) E T*lRn; x E aQ} in the symplectic manifold T*lRn since the manifold of glancing points a~ = S* aQ consists entirely of nondegenerate glancing points provided that Q is strictly convex in a neighbourhood of & (see [13] ). Thus in a neighbourhood U c T* aQ of any point (x, <!) E & c a~ we can introduce symplectic coordinates
We can say that B is locally interpolated by the Hamiltonian flow generated by the function 11 n -1 (x , <!) which is called a local interpolating Hamiltonian for the billiard ball map. We shall use the following proposition whose assertion is given in [13] without proof. Proof. As noted in [13] , the assertion of Proposition 3.1 can be derived from the proof of Melrose [15] . For the sake of completeness here we give a direct proof of it which is close to the proof in the two-dimensional case [14] .
Let (x, <!) and (y, 11) be symplectic coordinates in a neighbourhood U of 11) in Unl:. Here c;n-I = 'I' 11 n -1 = ' 2 are the respective local interpolating
Hamiltonians. Denote by x = x(y, 11), c; = c;(y, 11) the symplectic change of variables (y, 11) --t (x, c;) defined in a neighbourhood U o of (0,0) . From (3.1) we have
Now we shall make use of the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let p (z , ') be a COO junction which satisfies jor all , 2: 0 the equality
To prove the lemma, it suffices to show that
for any nonnegative integer n. This equality is proved by induction using Taylor's series of both sides of (3.3) around (z, 0).
From the first 2n -3 equalities of (3.2) we obtain
.. ,n -1, and X j (Y,11), j = 1, ... ,n -2, are smooth functions of (y n-I ' 11 n -l) depending on the parameters (y', 11') and we can apply Lemma 3.2. Here { , } stands for Poisson's bracket in T*lRn-1 associated with the standard symplectic form.
If we consider, conversely, 11 n -1 as a function of (x, c;) , we find
1('1 n _ I )+O('1':-I)
where I is a smooth function such that 1(0) = 0,/(0) > 0 and 1('1 n -l ) >0 for '1 n -1 >0. From the last equality of (3.2) we have
whence we obtain &x n _ 1
where a(y', '1) and b(y', '1) are COO functions. Then from (3.4) we obtain The function C is called an approximate interpolating Hamiltonian. In the case n = 2 its construction is carried out directly in [14] and its uniqueness in the sense of Proposition 3.1 is proved. We shall use the normal form of Birkhoff for the Poincare map P,: S, ---+ S, depending smoothly on the parameter C. 
If;(p, q, 01 : : : : ; c(lpl + Iql ) ,
Moreover,
where A is a polynomial of r' of degree at most N with COO coefficients and
lie on the cylinder of orbits of X(' We choose A(r', 0 so that
The proof of Proposition 4.1 is analogous to that given in [9, 16] , constructing a generating function of the respective canonical transformation depending smoothly on (. Thus we construct the coordinates p and q in S. Then we extend p and q to a neighbourhood of S so that X(P j = X(qj = 0, j = 1 , ... , n -2 , and supplement p, q , ( to a symplectic basis in a neighbourhood of S. It is easily seen that in this basis
Let 2nto be a period of &. Denote by G:
pJ + qJ : : : :
with a symplectic form OJ = dp 1\ dq + dl n _ 1 1\ d<;On_l . We shall denote by
the respective polar coordinates in ~ determined by 
<.
n-I The following proposition provides "action-angle" coordinates for a completely integrable Hamiltonian ' 0 which is close to ,. 
Proof. first we shall construct suitable smooth coordinates in a neighbourhood U of &'.
Denote by gl the Hamilton flow of r n _ 1 = to' and for PES" P in a neighbourhood of p~ = & n So denote by r(p) the smallest positive time such that gT(P)(p) E S,' r(p~) = 27r. Let s(p) be the smallest nonnegative time for
Before constructing a suitable coordinate system near &' it is convenient to represent the map P, in the form P, = po + pI (for the sake of brevity we drop 0 where pO(p, q) = (p, q),
izn-4(P,q,,)).

Obviously, pi (p) = O(lr' (p)I N +I/2).
Let X E Coo(IRI), 0::; X::; 1, x'(t) ~ 0 and X(t) = 0 in (-oo,e), X(t) = 1 in (27r -e ,00) for some e > 0 small enough. Denote by P I O: 1R 2n -4 ----> 1R 2n -4 the map Plo(p, q) = (p* ,q*) where
Denote by p/ the map p/(p) = X(t)pl(p) and set pI = P I O + p/. Now consider the map
It is easy to see that F' is a well-defined COO map in a neighbourhood of
&' since P = Id for t::; e and P = P, for t ~ 21l -e .
Next we define the smooth function rpn-l as follows. Denote T(t, p)
It is easy to see that rp n-l: V ---> 1" I is a well-defined COO function. Moreover, the map
is a diffeomorphism for V small enough and 
Proof. From (4.1), (4.2), and (4.7) it is easy to see that Indeed,
and (gt)*rn_1 = r n _ 1 which imply (4.9). Moreover, from the above equality it follows that for j, k::; n -2 (4.10)
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On the other hand,
Thus {s(p) , r j } = 0(lr'I N +I/2) for j ::::; n -2 and
Now we shall prove that
for some smooth function J such that
in polar coordinates. Denote by g;, t E HI , the Hamiltonian flow of r j ,
On the other hand, and as in [2] it is easy to see that
N+I/2 (4.13) g/ogk(P)=gk og/(p)+O(lr(p)1 ).
Let PES, r(p) = r(po). Then g;I(P) 0 ••• 0 g~n~~(P)(po) = p for some tj(p) E HI and in view of (4.12), (4.13) we obtain which implies tha,t f is a polynomial of rj = (pJ + qJ)/2, j = 1, ... ,n -2.
The second estimate of (4.8) for k = n -1 follows from (4.11) which yields
Here
It is easy to see that in polar coordinates ('P, I) we have 
where II· lip is the norm in T;(T*aQ) andfor a l = a + P we have (4.16) Thus we have ( 4.18)
We write ( 
where P jk are polynomials of .jC(, ... ,Jc n -2 of degree at most 2N + 1 . In view of (4.20) , the definition of Z: and (4.14) we obtain successively that all coefficients of the polynomials P jk are equal to zero. Hence 
Since TpMe is Lagrangian with respect to WI' we obtain Xr/p) E TpMe. Hence
which proves the lemma. Let P E V. As in [2] , consider the map IR n - In particular, Fjj: Moreover, Rj(r) are smooth functions of (p,q,qJn-1 ,r n _ l ) and since they do not depend on qJ j ' we obtain that R j are smooth functions of r in
Thus we obtain a smooth map n-I GIn in the coordinates (p, q , tn_I' r n-I) :
where n is the respective polar change of the coordinates, M is the block- 
We shall prove equalities (4.22). From Jacobi's identity we have On the other hand,
Thus cjk(r) = 0, j ,k:::; n -1. Moreover, in Vo
and since X;n_1 = %'P n _ 1 in V o ' we have {tj' tn_l}(p) = 0 for p E Vo and therefore for any p E V. Analogously we obtain {tj' tk}(p) = 0, P E V, j, k :::; n -2, which proves (4.22).
We put G 2 (t, r) = ('P,I) where 
Q(I)) .
These equations are solvable in a neighbourhood of {r = O} since P j are smooth functions and 8P j /8I k = 8Pd8Ij' j, k = 1, ... ,n -1 (cf. [3] 
hence G 3 = <I> 1 is the diffeomorphism we seek. Henceforth C j will be constants which do not depend on a but they will depend on the concrete circumstances. Note that for a ~ a o ' a o small enough, we have 0:-1 cOn-I. We shall denote A:-I = lr n -I x 0:-1 . 
is a diffeomorphism.
Proof. We have H~(I)
('00 +A,(I ,'00)) (All I ,'00 ,-1 . 
This gives us the representation
The first two maps are diffeomorphisms in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of & and for the respective functional matrices we have
where E n -2 is the unit (n-2)-matrixand 0n-2 is the zero (n-2)-dimensional column matrix. Thus it remains to consider the matrix 8H~ /8(1' ,K) for IE 0;-1 + p , i.e. when the variables (I', K) run over a set of the form
We have H~ = 
No~ it is easy to see that the validity of Proposition 4.6 follows from the invertibility of the matrix A~, [' (I' ,C) for I', , small enough which is a consequence of the nondegeneracy assumption (2.3). This completes the proof of Proposition 4.6.
MAIN THEOREM
Denote Q a = {w = H~ (I); I E O;-I} and let the numbers (J and y be such that (J > n -1 and y > 0 .
Then denote
The next lemma shows that the family of invariant tori we are going to obtain has a positive Lebesgue measure. IIJllsY-lxn;y = IIJ 0 (J)ls,a;:-1(p-1xn) (see [19] ).
Let Csa l + 1b < Yo < C 6 a l + 1b , 1 < C s < C 6 ' I> 0, and denote y = y o a 3b .
Theorem 1 follows from the following theorem. In order to prove Theorem 5.2 we reduce the problem to finding invariant tori for the flow of a suitable Hamiltonian. For this purpose we use some arguments from [4, 5] . Now we shall use the fact that the map Id + g from (4.25) is exact symplectic. This is a consequence of (4.25) and the following assertion proved in [6] : , , , , 0 ,
where r," = (r,1 ... ,r,n-2) which follows from (5.5) for M large enough. 
Since T is a canonic map, we have (11) ,11) for (y, 11) E An 'I n f, i.e. when y E Tn , 11 E 0a n , and K 2 (11) = O. We write Pn(y, 11) + t = Pn(y + tgradK 2 (11), 11) for any t E R .
As in [4] we conclude that gradI'Pn(Y' 11) does not depend on y E Tn if 11 E 0:,/1 and K 2 (11) = O. Therefoie, Pn(y, 11) = Yn + f(l1) for some function f on 0: ';'1 • On the other hand,
is symplectic with a generating function 5(0, rt). Moreover, the map To Tl is generated by the function 5(Y, rt) -5(0, rt) which satisfies (ii) and
Thus we can suppose that
for (y, rt) E An " n f and y small enough. 
for (y', 0, rt) E f n A:,/I .
We turn now to the construction of the function K(I) in Theorem 5.2. First we prove that
Indeed, we have
+ (H (rt -Sy(O, rt)) -H (rt))·
We evaluate the first addend by (5.12) and (5.l3) using the following estimate for the norm of a composite function FoG:
where DG is the matrix of the first derivatives of G and C I = 1 . For the p,psake of simplicity we have dropped out the dependence of the above norms on the domain [):. For the second term we have Il r 1:.,3/211 _ < C N-I/2-(/+I)b
Thus r < ° in 10:-1 and the function K(l1') = (-~r(l1'))2j3 is smooth and positive in 10:-1 • We shall prove that K satisfies the requirements of Theorem 5.2. First, in view of (5.21) and the equality
we obtain
It remains to construct the symplectic diffeomorphism U of Theorem 5.2.
We shall write down explicitly the generating function of U starting from S.
Lemma 5.5. Suppose that 11' E IO:~~ = {11' E 10:-1 ; grad r(l1') E Qyo}' Then (11', -r(l1')) E 10:,/1 and gradK 2 (l1', -r(l1')) = (grad r(l1'), 1) for a o small enough.
Proof. We have
which yields (gradK 2 )(l1', -r(l1')) E Q~I since Y 1 < Yo and 18K21811n -11:::
and (8K21811n)(l1', -r(l1')) = I in view of (5.16) which proves the claim. Now using (5.17), we obtain T(y' ,0,11', -r(l1')) E A' for any 11' E [):~I,
y' E T n -I where A' = Lo n {Yn = o} has the form ( ' ) -1 (O,11) ) .
• j 
and so in ID j n ID j + 1 . Therefore,
for / E 
Then in view of (4.29) and (5.31). Here and below we denote by C, C' various constants. Thus we obtain 00 00 mes(r \ r,u) :::
On the other hand, 00
hence mes(r\ r ,u)/ mes r :::; c' qU+2-n)b :::; C' qb provided that 1+2 -n ~ 1 , i.e. I ~ n -1. This estimate immediately implies (2.6) and Theorem 1 is proved.
THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL CASE
Proof of Theorem 2. Let , be an approximate interpolating Hamiltonian for the billiard ball map B [14] , i.e. <. Here for brevity we write rj instead of r M j • Now we choose E = U~, E j .
B(p)
We have
with some jl' > 0, (J > 1 and repeating some details of the proof of (2.6), we obtain (2.7). We can glue K j , H j and Vj together using again Remark 1 after Poschel's Theorem A [16] which in the case n = 2 is quite obvious. Moreover,
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
is the union of the invariant curves Aw of B with rotation numbers p(AJ = w E R. It obviously satisfies the inequality 6 6 N mesr -mes(r R n r ) :::; C N t5
for any N> 0, t5 > 0 where r 6 = an x [l -t5, 1]. Let mkjn k ~ wj2n and 9 E f'(mk' n k ). From Lemma 6.2 we have IIj -I(w)1 ::; e for k ~ k(e) > 0 where e = e(w) is chosen so that 0 < e < we used in the proof only some properties of the approximated interpolating Hamiltonian but not the specific structure of ~.
ApPENDIX
As noted in §5, Theorem 5.4 can be derived from Poschel's Theorem A [19] .
The constants participating in the estimates throughout [19] depend only on n, a, A, {J, Rand Q, but not on the domain or the parameter y, i.e. their dependence on R, and, in Theorem A, on {J, is not stated explicitly. In our case we have R = Ca-b , 0 < {J :::; a12, the parameters a and b participating in the definitions of the domain 0: and the parameter y as well, thus we have to follow the dependence of the·various constants in [19] on R and, in Theorem A, on {J as well.
The Main Lemma in [19] holds for J > 0 small enough depending only on n, a, A, Rand Q, but not on the domain, y or {J. We put J:::; C I R-3 and follow the dependence of the constants c 2 ' c 3 ' cg , C II in estimates (i), (ii), (iii), (v) on R.
In the proof of the Main Lemma a version of the implicit function theorem is used to solve for a local diffeomorphism rp and a small perturbation rj J the equation From the Main Lemma we can derive Theorem B for the normalized value of y = 1 :::; {J. We find that the constant c 12 in [19, estimate (4.20) ] depends linearly on R while the constant c 13 in [19, (4. 23)] can be chosen independent of R. This provides an additional factor R-I in the left-hand side of the first estimate (3.24) in [19] for y = 1 while the second estimate (3.24) and (3.25) in [19] for y = 1 remain unchanged, with constant c p independent of R. Now we pass from the normalized value of y = 1 :::; {J to the general case o [19] for y = 1, the left-hand side of the first inequality of (3.24) being multiplied by R-1 and the constant c p independent of R. Now, the functions <I> = fIy 0 (j) 0 fI y -l , P = l F 0 fIy-1 and r = yr 0 fIy-1 satisfy (3.22), (3.23) in [19] with the functions pO, G.
Moreover, estimates (3.24) in [19] hold for any y :$ p , the left-hand side of the first estimate (3.24) being multiplied by R-1 • On the other hand, we see that the exponent of y in the right-hand side of (3.25) in [19] must be -1 and not -2. Now let the assumptions of Theorem A be satisfied, the left-hand side of inequality (3.3) in [19] being multiplied by Rand 0:$ C 1 R-3 , C 1 independent of Rand p, i.e. the assumptions of Theorem 5.4 hold. Then from Theorem B [19] we find, on account of the correction in estimate (3.25) , that instead of (3.7) in [19] 
